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are generally also applied in colloquial Hebrew.
This is always true for the use of dagesh ≤azaq
(‘forte’), for instance  מכלmi-kol ‘from all [. . .]’.
The rule concerning gutturals, changing the
vowel from i to e, is applied in set expressions,
e.g.,  מהארץme-ha-±areß ‘from Israel (lit. “from
the land”)’,  מאשרme-±ašer ‘than [REL]’, מראש
me-roš ‘in advance’,  מאזme-±az ‘since (then)’.
However, in other situations the vowel i may
be heard even before gutturals. So we find
e.g.,  מהולנדmi-holand ‘from Holland’, מארץ
mi-±ereß ‘from a country’,  מהביתmi-ha-bayit
‘from the house’. The rule is also applied hypercorrectly, e.g.,  מחוץ לארץme-≤uß la-±areß ‘from
abroad’ (cf. Coffin and Bolozky 2005:230).
A general problem with the description of
the relationship between the standard vocalization and colloquial pronunciation is the lack
of a comprehensive description of the spoken
language, with due notice of the distinction
between phenomena of production and phenomena of grammar (Borochovsky Bar-Aba
2006;  Modern Hebrew: Features of the Spoken Language).
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Vocalization, Babylonian
The term Babylonian vocalization is used to
refer to a group of related systems of vocalization that were developed in medieval Babylonia
(corresponding broadly to modern Iraq). It was
used mainly in medieval biblical manuscripts,
but is attested also in manuscripts of other
types of Hebrew texts, in particular rabbinic
texts and piyyu†.
This type of vocalization came to the attention of modern scholarship in the middle of
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the 19th century, when Abraham Firkovitch
discovered a number of Biblical manuscripts
containing it in Chufut Kale (Crimea). These
were studied by various scholars, in particular
by Pinsker (1863), who established that the
vocalization was Babylonian in origin. One of
the manuscripts, which came to be known as
Codex Babylonicus Petropolitanus, was published in facsimile by Strack (1876), a philological analysis of which was made by Praetorius
(1899). In the second half of the 19th century
scholars became aware of numerous manuscripts of Yemenite origin in European libraries containing Hebrew Bible and Aramaic
Targum texts with Babyloninan vocalization.
The vocalization of the Hebrew was studied
by Kahle (1902). Subsequently, Kahle (1913;
1928) discovered and described numerous fragments of manuscripts with Babylonian vocalization among the medieval manuscripts from
the Cairo Genizah and in other collections. The
grammars of Biblical Hebrew by Bauer and
Leander (1922) and Bergsträsser (1918) incorporated material on Babylonian vocalization
from Kahle’s work. Kahle’s particular interest
was in the biblical manuscripts. The vocalization of rabbinic texts was investigated by his
students, the most detailed study being that of
Porath (1938). Further manuscripts with Babylonian vocalization were discovered by DíezMacho (1971) and his students, in particular
Díez-Merino (1975), and this school of Spanish
scholars published editions of Babylonian Biblical texts (e.g., Navarro Peiro 1976; Navarro
Peiro and Pérez Castro 1977; Díez Macho and
Navarro Peiro 1987). Yeivin made a detailed
investigation of Babylonian vocalization in all
available manuscripts in his PhD thesis (Yeivin
1968a). This was subsequently expanded into a
monumental two-volume work (Yeivin 1985),
which is currently the most comprehensive and
authoritative description of the material. This
work of Yeivin’s is the main source for the current entry.
The manuscripts attest to a considerable
diversity of types of Babylonian vocalization.
These various types differ both in their system
of vocalization and in the pronunciation tradition of Hebrew that they reflect. We know from
various sources that the Hebrew pronunciation
tradition of the Jews of Babylonia was different
from the Tiberian pronunciation tradition. The
Karaite scholar al-Qirqisànì, writing in the first
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half of the 10th century, states that Babylonian
pronunciation was found among Jewish communities over a wide geographical area in his
time, including not only Babylonia, but also
Iran, the Arabian peninsula, and Yemen (Kitàb
al-±Anwàr w-al-Maràqib, ed. Nemoy 1939:II
§§16–17). Some of the extant manuscripts with
Babylonian vocalization were, indeed, written
in Iran, Yemen, and Egypt. The pronunciation
tradition of Hebrew preserved by Yemenite
Jews down to modern times, moreover, continues many features of the Babylonian pronunciation of Hebrew that is reflected by the
medieval manuscripts (Morag 1963;  Biblical
Hebrew: Pronunciation Traditions). A form of
Babylonian pronunciation is reflected in some
medieval Arabic transcriptions, especially those
found in Muslim sources ( Transcriptions into
Arabic Script: Medieval Muslim Sources) and
also by Hebrew words and phrases in incantation bowls from Babylonia datable to 4th–7th
centuries C.E. (Mishor 2007;  Epigraphic
Hebrew: Roman and Byzantine Period).
Not all manuscripts with Babylonian vocalization reflect the Babylonian pronunciation
tradition. Some manuscripts, in fact, represent
the Tiberian tradition in Babylonian vocalization signs, and these can be used as a source for
the reconstruction of Tiberian pronunciation
(see, for example, Ben-David 1957). Babylonian vocalization reflecting Tiberian pronunciation is occasionally found in the Masoretic
notes of Tiberian Bible manuscripts (Yeivin
1980:120). The Tiberian pronunciation was
regarded as highly prestigious in the Middle
Ages and had a wide diffusion among scholars
beyond the confines of Palestine (Khan 1990).
The medieval Hebrew grammarians based their
descriptions of the language on the prestigious
Tiberian tradition, but some features of Babylonian pronunciation sporadically appear in
the works of the eastern grammarians, such
as Sa≠adya (Dotan 1997:39) and the Karaites
(Vidro 2011:131–136).
Yeivin classifies the various types of pronunciation reflected by manuscripts with Babylonian vocalization into three categories: Old
Babylonian, Middle Babylonian, and Late
Babylonian. The first two of these reflect two
stages of development of the local Babylonian
pronunciation, whereas Late Babylonian pronunciation was a mixed tradition, exhibiting

various degrees of influence from Tiberian.
Old and Middle Babylonian vocalization also
differ in the use of signs, most conspicuously
in the fact that Old Babylonian manuscripts
have only partial vocalization, whereas a fuller
system is used in Middle Babylonian manuscripts. This terminology is more typological than chronological, since the manuscripts
containing the different pronunciations types
overlap chronologically to a certain extent. The
earliest dated manuscript exhibiting Old Babylonian pronunciation was written in 905 C.E.,
and Middle and Late Babylonian pronunciation
begin to be attested also from the 10th century.
It should be noted, however, that manuscripts
from the later Middle Ages reflect only the Late
Babylonian type and are largely imitations of
the Tiberian tradition. This applies especially
to manuscripts from Yemen, which are attested
down to the 15th century.
In addition to different pronunciation types,
Babylonian vocalization also exhibits different
systems of signs. These sign systems are classified broadly into two main groups known,
respectively, as the ‘simple system’ and the
‘compound system’. The simple system is
attested in two varieties, one containing signs
consisting of lines and dots (line system), which
is found in the majority of manuscripts, and
another, rarer variety, containing signs consisting of dots.
Tiberian Babylonian lines Babylonian dots

 ִא±i
 ַא±a
 ָא±<å
 ֵא±è
א
ֹ ±ò
 ֻאu±

אi ±i
 'א±a
 ;א±<å
אe ±è
אo ±ò
אu ±u

אi ±i
א# ±a
—אŠ ±<å
אe ±è
אo ±ò
א$ ±u

Kahle (1959:65) believed that the dot system was the earliest and was related to the
eastern Syriac (so-called Nestorian) system of
vocalization with dots. The relationship with
Syriac, however, is not clear, since the Babylonian signs have in most cases different values
from what is found in the Nestorian vocalization system. Furthermore, according to Yeivin
(1985:54–64), the dot system does not have
a clear chronological antecedence to the line
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system, since the line system is found in some
of the earliest manuscripts. Rather, the two systems seem to have developed concomitantly.
The Babylonian sign equivalent to Tiberian
pata™ in the line system was originally a miniature form of the letter ≠ ע. The equivalent to
Tiberian qameß in the line system was originally
a miniature form of the letter  א±. The Babylonian equivalent to ™ireq was originally a miniature form of the letter  יy, and the Babylonian
equivalent to qibbuß a miniature form of  וw. In
some manuscripts these miniature letter shapes
are still recognizable. In addition to the vowel
signs there was also a sign with the shape of a
horizontal line ( ])אknown as ™ חטפאi†fa, which
corresponded to Tiberian shewa.
If there were matres lectionis in a word, the
vowel signs were generally written on these
matres lectionis rather than on the letters
before them, unlike Tiberian, where this is the
case only with ™olem and shureq, e.g., יתe בbèµ
(Tiberian  ֵּביתbèµ) ‘house’, וuיפiוסo יyòsìƒù (Tiberian יֹוסיפּו
ִ yòsìƒù) ‘they (m) add’.
As can be seen from the table above, there
was no sign corresponding to Tiberian seghol.
One possibility is that the Babylonian pata™
was pronounced between the qualities pata™
and seghol, i.e., a slightly raised [a], which is
the pronunciation of the vowel in the modern
Yemenite reading tradition. Some later manuscripts use an additional sign corresponding
to seghol in an attempt to represent Tiberian
pronunciation. Various signs are used for this,
including the ßere sign א,e a combination of
pata™ and ßere, inverted Tiberian seghol, and
the sign א# (the sign  'אbeing used for pata™).
The fact that the additional sign always corresponds to Tiberian seghol and not pata™ implies
that Babylonian pata™ was in fact pronounced
[a] rather than in between the two Tiberian
vowels. In the Babylonian Masorah the  'אsign,
corresponding to Tiberian pata™, is referred
to by the Aramaic terms  מיפתח פומאmiƒta™
pumma ‘opening of the mouth’ or  פיתחאpit™a
‘opening’. The sign א,; corresponding to Tiberian qameß, is referred to in the Masorah as
 מיקפץ פומאmiqpaß pumma ‘contraction (i.e.,
rounding) of the mouth’, indicating that it had
a rounded quality in the region of [–], similar
to that of the Tiberian qameß ( Tiberian
Reading Tradition). This is reflected by the
representation of qameß with wàw in medieval
Arabic transcriptions that reflect other features
of Babylonian pronunciation, e.g.,  كيخو محوky•w
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™mw ‘(the planet) Mercury’ (Tiberian ּכֹוכב ַח ָּמה
ַ
kòúa∫ ™amm<å, see below). In the Babylonian
incantation bowls a waw is sometimes written in Hebrew words corresponding to qameß
(Juusola 1999:54–68; Mishor 2007:219), e.g.,
 בורוךbwrwk ‘blessed’ (Tiberian  ָּברּוְךb<årùú),
 קודושqwdwš ‘holy’ (Tiberian  ָקדֹוׁשq<å≈òš).
Another term used for qameß in the Babylonian Masorah is  מיצף פומאmeßaƒ pumma,
which appears to have meant ‘heedfulness with
regard to the mouth’, indicating, it seems, the
accuracy that must be observed in articulating
correctly the qameß, between pata™ and ™olem
(Morag 1974).
The sign equivalent to Tiberian shewa ]א
known as ™i†fa is marked only sporadically in
the manuscripts (Yeivin 1985:398–412). Its
marking in Old Babylonian is found mainly
in contexts where shewa is vocalic in Tiberian
and only sporadically where it is quiescent in
Tiberian. In Middle Babylonian it is marked
only where shewa is vocalic in Tiberian. It
appears, therefore, that it tended to be used
to mark a short vowel segment, as in some
non-standard systems of Tiberian vocalization,
rather than phonological zero ( Shewa: PreModern Hebrew; Syllable Structure: Biblical
Hebrew). Indeed, as in non-standard Tiberian
systems, the shewa in some Babylonian manuscripts is occasionally used to mark a short
[a] vowel segment in a closed syllable (Yeivin
1985:413–416), e.g., ˈ[ ¾י]עןya1∏an] (Tiberian ַ֗י ַען
ya≠an) ‘because’ (Ezek. 34.21), ותo[ ]דלתdalθo1θ]
(Tiberian  ַּד ְלתֹותdalµòµ) ‘doors’ (Ezek. 41.25).
In Old Babylonian there is evidence that there
was no vocalic segment in some contexts where
Tiberian has vocalic shewa. This is seen in
deviations from Tiberian vocalic patterns that
result from the formation of consonantal clusters. £ireq, for example, sometimes occurs
instead of shewa on initial yod, e.g., ודoיסi
ìsò≈ (Tiberian  יְ סֹודyësò≈) ‘foundation’, which
appears to be the development of an initial cluster ys to ìs (ysò≈ > ìsò≈). Furthermore, where
Tiberian has vocalic shewa in word-internal
position, Old Babylonian sometimes has an
additional vowel on the preceding letter. This is
an epenthetic vowel that has developed before a
consonantal cluster, e.g., וuקרבiתi tiqir∫ù < tiqr∫ù
(Tiberian  ִּת ְק ְרבּוtiqrë∫ù) ‘you (mpl) approach’
( Epenthesis).
The ‘compound system’ of Babylonian vocalization distinguished between long and short
vowels, in that it marked short vowels in open
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and closed syllables by the use of different signs
from those used to indicate long vowels. Most
of the signs marking short vowels were formed
by combining a vowel sign with the ™i†fa
sign ( ])א, and so were formally equivalent to
the Tiberian ™a†eph signs. Unlike the Tiberian
™a†eph signs, the Babylonian compound signs
were used to mark short vowels also in closed
syllables (although a few examples of Tiberian
™a†eph signs in closed syllables are found in
the Tiberian Masoretic codices, including in
Codex Leningradensis and the Aleppo Codex
[cf. Yeivin 1968b:18, 20; Dotan 1985; Khan
1991:861–863]).
The ™i†fa sign is placed over the vowel sign in
unstressed syllables closed by dagesh in Tiberian,
viz., א+ a,  (אi, אu\ u. Examples: קשeב+ ]יyë∫aqqèš
(Tiberian  יְ ַב ֵּקׁשyë∫aqqèš) ‘he seeks’, וo]מ(גד
më:giddò (Tiberian  ְמגִ ּדֹוmë:giddò) ‘Megiddo’,
כ;לםu\ ו(מu-mik-kull<åm (Tiberian ּומ ֻּכ ָּלם
ִ u-mikkull<åm) ‘and from all of them (m)’. These signs
are used also on the final vowel of a word that is
followed by a word beginning with a consonant
with dagesh in dë™iq constructions, reflecting
the shortening of the vowel ( Vowel Length),
e.g., יi (ה;ש]ב<עה לhišš<å∫ë≠å llì (Tiberian ִה ָּׁ֨ש ְב ָעה ִ ּ֤לי
hišš<å∫≠<å llì) ‘swear to me’ (Gen. 21.23) (Yeivin
1985:338–339).
In Babylonian there is a dagesh sign (see
below), but this is only marked sporadically,
whereas the compound signs mark the presence
of dagesh systematically.
The ™i†fa sign was placed under the vowel
sign in unstressed syllables closed by shewa
in Tiberian, in closed syllables at the end of a
word, and where Tiberian has ™a†eph signs, viz.,
ß Examples: וo ]ב*קרבbë-qirbò (Tibe *אu, א% e,  ^אå.
rian  ְּב ִק ְרּבֹוbë-qirbò) ‘within it (m)’, רד%תeו± watt/ère≈ (Tiberian  וַ ֵּת ֶרדwat-tèrÆ≈) ‘and she came
down’, ושoאנ% ±enòš (Tiberian  ֱאנֹוׁש±(nòš) ‘man’,
י^קםÉו± way-y<åqåm (Tiberian  וַ ּיָ ָקםway-y<åqåm)
‘and he arose’. Two further signs are used from
the dot system, viz., א# a and א$ u. The first
(א# a) represents a vowel corresponding to short
pata™ in a closed syllable in Tiberian or to the
Tiberian ™a†eph pata™ sign. The second (א$ u) is
used in contexts corresponding to short qibbuß,
qameß ™a†uf, and ™a†eph qameß in Tiberian (see
below). Examples: אםeי]ר#ו± way-yar±èm (Tiberian
 וַ ּיַ ְר ֵאםway-yar±èm) ‘and he showed them (m)’,
יםiע;נו# ≠≥n<åwìm (Tiberian ≥≠ ֲענָ וִ יםn<åwìm) ‘humble
(mpl)’, ניו:zא$ ±uzn<åw (Tiberian  ָאזְ נָ יו±åzn<åw) ‘his

ß <å∫òµ)
ears’, ותoח;רב$ ™ur<å∫òµ (Tiberian ™ ֳח ָרבֹותår
‘ruins’.
The following diacritical signs are written
over specific letters in the manuscripts. The
letter shin is distinguished from “in by writing a miniature  שabove the former and a
miniature  סabove the latter. The consonantal
pronunciation of final  הis expressed by writing
a miniature  הabove the letter, which corresponds in function to Tiberian mappiq. Dagesh
is expressed by a miniature  גabove a letter.
The Babylonian term for dagesh was דיגשא
digša. The first letter of this term ( דd) was not
used, since this was already in use as an accent
sign, demonstrating that the accent signs were
developed before the consonantal diacritics (
Biblical Accents: Babylonian). Rafe is marked
by placing over the letter a miniature letter  קq,
representing the Babylonian term  קיפיאqipya.
In some manuscripts with compound vocalization a dot is placed between the two words
to mark dë™iq, e.g., צף#<≠ ;על'י;ך · 'קålaú<å qaßaƒ
(Tiberian <≠ ָע ֶל֣יָך ֶ ּ֔ק ֶצףålÆú<å qqÆßÆƒ) ‘against you
is wrath’ (2 Chron. 19.2) (Yeivin 1985:338).
Manuscripts with Babylonian vocalization
exhibit a number of features of phonology and
morpho-phonology that are different from the
Tiberian tradition. Some of the most important
of these are the following.
1. I n t e r c h a n g e o f
a n d Íe r e

£o l e m

Some manuscripts exhibit an interchange of
o  'יyëra™òƒ (Tiberian
™olem and ßere, e.g., רחף
 יְ ַר ֵ ֑חףyëra™èƒ) ‘it (m) hovers’ (Deut. 32.11),
יiבדo ]כkë∫ò≈ì (Tiberian  ְּכ ֵב ִ ֔דיkë∫è≈ì) ‘my liver’
(Lam. 2.11) (Yeivin 1985:369–371). This
appears to reflect a fronting of the ™olem vowel
in Babylonian Hebrew pronunciation. The
Karaite al-Qirqisànì, writing in the 10th century C.E., states that some Jews of Iraq said
<
<
 ָק ֵדיׁשqå≈èš
instead of  ָקדֹוׁשqå≈òš
‘holy’ due
to influence from the language of the ‘Naba†’
(i.e., the Aramaic speaking population of Iraq)
(cf. al-Qirqisànì, Kitàb al-±Anwàr w-al-Maràqib,
ed. Nemoy 1939:II 140). In medieval Arabic
transcriptions of Hebrew made in the region
where the Babylonian pronunciation was in
use ™olem is sometimes transcribed by yà±, e.g.,
 كيخو محوky•w ™mw ‘(the planet) Mercury’ (al-
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Birùnì, Chronology, ed. Sachau 1878:187–192),
which corresponds to Tiberian ּכֹוכב ַח ָּמה
ַ kòúa∫
™ammå< ( Transcriptions into Arabic Script:
Medieval Muslim Sources). In some varieties
of the Yemenite tradition of Hebrew pronunciation, which are likely to have their historical
roots in the Babylonian pronunciation, ™olem is
fronted to the front rounded quality [ø1] or the
front unrounded quality [e1], identical to ßere
(Morag 1963:92ff).
2. R e f l e x o f H i s t o r i c a l
Short *u
The vowel ™olem sometimes occurs in a number of contexts where there was a short *u at an
earlier historical period. This is regularly found
in prefix conjugation verbs before pronominal object suffixes in forms that have ™olem
when not taking object suffixes. So, the forms
ולoיקטi yiq†òl, ולoתקטi tiq†òl, ולoאקטi ±iq†òl, ולoנקטi
niq†òl (< *yaq†ul, *taq†ul, *±aq†ul, *naq†ul,
respectively), when taking pronominal suffixes,
retain the ™olem in Babylonian, whereas in
Tiberian the vowel is reduced to shewa, e.g.,
יiרנeוoישמi yišmorènì (Tiberian  יִ ְׁש ְמ ֵרנִ יyišmërènì)
‘he guards me’. When, however, the form without object suffixes does not have ™olem, such as
the forms וuיק]טלi yiq†ëlù and יiתק]טלi tiq†ëlì, then
the corresponding form with object suffixes
lacks ™olem, e.g., יiונuיש]מרi yišmërùnì (Tiberian
 יִ ְׁש ְמרּונִ יyišmërùnì) ‘they (m) guard me’ (Yeivin
1985:469–472).
£olem regularly occurs before the cohortative suffix in 1st person verbal forms where
Tiberian has shewa, e.g., ו;רהoאשמi ±išmor<å (Tiberian  ֶא ְׁש ְמ ָרה±Æšmër<å) ‘I guard’, ו;רהoנשמi nišmor<å
(Tiberian  נִ ְׁש ְמ ָרהnišmër<å) ‘we guard’ (Yeivin
1985:472–478).
In a few isolated places in the Tiberian tradition ™a†eph qameß rather than shewa occurs
on verbs in the aforementioned contexts, e.g.,
ß
 ֶא ְׁש ֳּת ֔ ֶלּנּו±ÆštålÆnnù
‘I will plant it (m)’ (Ezek.
ß <å ‘and I weighed’
17.23),  וָ ֶא ְׁש ֳק ָול֣הw<å-±Æšqål
ß <å-nn<å ‘let me
(Ezra 8.25),  ֲא ַל ֳק ָטה־ּנָ ֙א±≥laqå†
glean’ (Ruth 2.7). It is likely, therefore, that
the Babylonian ™olem in such contexts reflects
a short unstressed /o/ vowel rather than long
/–/. In the Babylonian pronunciation tradition
a short /o/ vowel did not shift to the quality of
qameß /–/, as was the case in Tiberian, so in this
respect Babylonian is more archaic. This short
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o can be assumed to derived ultimately from an
original short *u.
The very preservation of a vowel in these
verbal forms where Tiberian reduced it to
shewa is also an archaic feature of Babylonian. The presence of a short rounded vowel
in such forms is reflected also by earlier Latin
and Greek transcriptions. Jerome (ca. 347–420
C.E.), for example, transcribes  יִ זְ ְּב ֵל֣נִ יyizbëlènì
‘he will honor me’ (Gen. 30.20) iezbuleni. In
the Hexapla of Origen (ca. 185–254 C.E.) an
omicron is sometimes written where Tiberian
has shewa in prefix conjugation verb forms,
reflecting a short o vowel, e.g., ιεφφολου (ִי ְּ֝פ ֗לּו
yippëlù ‘they [m] fall’ Ps. 18.39) ( Transcription into Greek and Latin script: Pre-Masoretic
Period). In the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls
prefix conjugation verbs are frequently written
with waw after the second radical where Tiberian has shewa, e.g.,  יקטולוyq†wlw, אקטולה
±q†wlh,  יקטולוהוyq†wlhw. Yeivin considers
that the waw after the second radical in all
these forms reflects the preservation of an
unstressed short o vowel (Yeivin 1972). Qimron (1986:51), on the other hand, holds that
only in the forms with pronominal suffixes
is the waw in an unstressed syllable, since in
the other forms it was stressed, as in Tiberian
pausal forms.
A ™olem preserving a short o vowel (< *u)
in an open unstressed syllable occurs in a number of noun forms in Babylonian vocalization
where Tiberian has shewa or ™a†eph qameß,
e.g., יםiב;קרo ¾לlab-boq<årìm (Tiberian  ַל ְּב ָק ִ ֔ריםlabbëq<årìm) ‘in the mornings’ (Lam. 3.23), יiצרo ßorì
(Tiberian רי
֙ ִ  ֳצß≥årì) ‘balm’ (Jer. 51.8), ותoג;רנo'ה
<
ß <ånòµ) ‘the
hag-gorånòµ (Tiberian  ַהּגֳ ָרנֽ ֹותhag-går
threshing floors’ (1 Sam. 23.1).
Short ™olem also occurs in unstressed closed
syllables that originally contained a short *u.
In many cases this corresponds to qameß ™a†uf
/å/ in Tiberian, which had developed by the
further shift of the vowel *o to *å (*u > *o >
*å), e.g., יiרנo ronnì (Tiberian  ָרּנִ ֙יrånnì) ‘rejoice
(fs)!’ (Zeph. 3.14), מתo 'ו;יway-y<åmoµ (Tiberian
 וַ ָּי ָ֣מתway-y<åmåµ) ‘and he died’ (2 Sam. 12.18).
Vocalizations such י^קםÉו± way-y<åqåm ‘and he
arose’ with a compound qameß are due to
the influence of the Tiberian reading tradition
( וַ ּיָ ָקםway-y<åqåm). In a few cases Babylonian
has short ™olem in such syllables where Tiberian has preserved the /u/ vowel, e.g., וזיoו;מע
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u-m<å≠ozzì (Tiberian ּומ ֻע ִּז֛י
ָ u-m<å≠uzzì) ‘and my
stronghold’ (Jer. 16.19).
In some cases Babylonian preserves an original short u vowel in a closed or open unstressed
syllable where Tiberian has a short qameß
(qameß ™a†uf or ™a†eph qameß), e.g., חכ;מהu
™uúm<å (Tiberian ™ ָח ְכ ָ ֑מהåúm<å) ‘wisdom’ (Job
38.36), וoק]דשu qu≈šò (Tiberian  ָק ְד ֽׁשֹוqå≈šò) ‘his
holiness’ (Ps. 24.3), יםiק;דשu 'הhaq-qu≈<åšìm (Tibeß <åšìm) ‘the holy things’
rian  ַה ֳּק ָד ִׁ֔שיםhaq-qå≈
(2 Chron. 3.8) (Yeivin 1985:374–375).
3. S h o r t

Íe r e

In a number of contexts Babylonian has ßere in
unstressed syllables where Tiberian has seghol or
™a†eph seghol, e.g., בן ראובןe ben-rë±ù∫èn (Tiberian אּובן
ֽ ֵ ן־ר
ְ  ֶּבbÆn-rë±ù∫èn) ‘the son of Reuben’
(Josh. 15.6), רדeיeו: way-yère≈ (Tiberian  וַ ֵּי ֶ�֤רדwayyèrÆ≈) ‘and he went down’ (Jer. 36.12), ושoאנe
±enòš (Tiberian  ֭ ֱאנֹוׁש±(nòš) ‘man’ (Job 5.17).
In manuscripts with compound vocalization
these vowels are represented by ßere combined
with the ™i†fa sign, demonstrating that they
were short, e.g., בן מנשה% (Tiberian ן־מנַ ֶּׁש ֙ה
ְ ֶּב
bÆn-mënaššÆ) ‘son of Menasseh’ (Num. 32.41),
בן%יiו+ way-yi∫en (Tiberian  וַ ִּ֜י ֶבןway-yi∫Æn) ‘and he
built’ (Exod. 1.11), ושoאנ% ±enòš (Tiberian ֱ֝אנ֗ ֹוׁש
±(nòš) ‘man’ (Ps. 10.18). In Tiberian a short e
shifted quality to Æ, whereas Babylonian preserved its quality (Yeivin 1985:373–374). Not
all cases of short unstressed seghol in Tiberian
correspond to short ßere in Babylonian. In
the unstressed syllable of segholate nouns, for
example, Babylonian normally has pata™, e.g.,
 'מ'לךmalaú (Tiberian  ֶמ ֶלְךmÆlÆú) ‘king’, ס'פרe
sèƒar (Tiberian  ֵס ֶפרsèƒÆr) ‘book’. In segholate
verbal forms, however, short ßere is marked, as
we have seen in בן%יiו+ way-yi∫en ‘and he built’.
4. T h e L e t t e r

resh

In many manuscripts with Babylonian vocalization dagesh and rafe signs are marked on resh
according to the same principles as with the
bgdkpt letters (Yeivin 1985:351–355), in that
the dagesh is dagesh lene, marking a harder
pronunciation when not preceded by a vowel,
rather than dagesh forte that marked gemination. Morag (1960:232) proposed that a more
robust pronunciation of resh with dagesh lene
in the Babylonian reading was manifested in
a greater number of trills than resh with rafe.

This phenomenon in the Babylonian reading is
referred to in the  ספר יצירהseƒer yeßira ‘Book
of Creation’ (written in the 7th or 8th century
C.E.) ( Resh: Pre-Modern Hebrew).
5. E p e n t h e t i c V o w e l
As has been remarked above, in Old Babylonian manuscripts one finds vocalizations such
as וuקרבiתi tiqir∫ù (Tiberian  ִּת ְק ְרבּוtiqrë∫ù) ‘you
(mpl) approach’. These reflect the insertion of
an epenthetic vowel between the first two consonants of a word-internal consonantal cluster
CCC [tiqrvu1] > [tiqirvu1]. In Tiberian, by
contrast, an epenthetic is inserted between the
last two consonants of the cluster, resulting in
a vocalic shewa, viz., [tiqravu1]. Epenthesis of
the type found in וuקרבiתi tiqir∫ù reflects a typology of syllabification that was different from
that of Tiberian ( Syllable Structure: Biblical
Hebrew). It does not occur systematically in
the manuscripts. It is more frequently attested
in verbal forms than nominal forms (Yeivin
1985:386–396). Where it occurs the second
consonant of the internal cluster is often one of
the sonorants  למנרlmnr, e.g., כרתהiנi וw-niúirµ<å
(Tiberian  וְ נִ ְכ ְר ָתהwë-niúrëµ<å) ‘and it will be cut
off’, שלחוi ¾ויway-yišil™ù (Tiberian  וַ ּיִ ְׁש ְלחּוwayyišlë™ù) ‘and they sent’, בנתהiנi וw-ni∫inµ<å (Tiberian  וְ נִ ְבנְ ָתהwë-ni∫nëµ<å) ‘and it shall be built’,
וuיה:רמiיi yirimy<åhù (Tiberian  יִ ְר ְמיָ הּוyirmëy<åhù)
‘Jeremiah’. The epenethic is ™ireq where the
preceding vowel is ™ireq, as in the preceding
examples. If the preceding vowel is shureq the
epenthetic is shureq, e.g., וuשלכuהu ]וw-hušulúù
(Tiberian  וְ ֻ֨ה ְׁש ְל ֔כּוwë-hušlëúù) ‘and they were
cast’ (Jer. 22.28).
In some cases the letter preceding the letter
with the epenthetic has no vocalization or is
marked with shewa, e.g., וuשמעiת, וuשמעi ]תtšim≠ù
(Tiberian  ִּת ְׁש ְמעּוtišmë≠ù) ‘you (mpl) hear’.
This appears to reflect elision of the vowel. The
vocalization is often absent when the cluster
is preceded by a vowel, e.g., וuקרבi 'ויwa-yqir∫ù
(Tiberian  וַ יִ ְק ְרבּוway-yiqrëbù) ‘and they (mpl)
drew near’.
An epenthetic vowel is found also where the
second consonant is a guttural, especially  הh
and ™ ח. In such cases the epenethic is pata™,
e.g., וuנ'קהלi niqahlù (Tiberian  נִ ְק ֲהלּוniqh≥lù)
‘they assembled’,  י'שחטוyša™†ù (Tiberian יִ ְׁש ֲחטּו
yiš™≥†ù) ‘they (mpl) slaughter’. A Tiberian type
of syllabification is normally found when the
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second consonant is  ≠ עor  א±, e.g., 'עקוzיi yiz≠aqù
(Tiberian  יִ זְ ֲעקּוyiz≠≥qù) ‘they cry’, וuיש'אלi ¾וwayyiš±alù (Tiberian  וַ ּיִ ְׁש ֲאלּוway-yiš±≥lù) ‘and they
asked’. The pata™ vowel here is likely to reflect
a short vowel corresponding to the ™a†eph
pata™ of the Tiberian forms.
The insertion of an epenthetic before yod
results in a long ì vowel, as seen in forms such
< Tiberian ֶּכ ְליְ ָך
as ל ;יךi  ]כklìúå< (< kiliyúå< < kilyúå,
<
;
i
]
kÆlyëúå) ‘your vessel’,  נהיתהnhìµå< (< nihiyµå<
< Tiberian  נִ ְהיְ ָתהnihyëµå)
< ‘it came about’.
< nihyµå,
The vocalization of initial yod with ™ireq
where Tiberian has vocalic shewa in forms such
o יi ìsò≈ (Tiberian  יְ סֹודyësò≈) ‘foundation’,
as סוד
also reflects epenthesis in the form of a prosthetic vowel before the initial cluster ys > iys
> ìs. Prosthesis of a vowel before initial consonantal clusters can be identified in some Arabic
transcriptions in medieval Muslim sources of
Hebrew proper names such as  أ�رغو±rÿw (Tiberian
 ְרעּוrë≠ù) ‘Reu’ and  أ�خنوخ±•nw• (Tiberian ֲחנֹוְך
™≥nòú) ‘Enoch’ ( Transcription into Arabic
Script: Medieval Muslim Sources). It is likely that
these reflect a Babylonian type of pronunciation.
Some Latin and Greek transcriptions of
Hebrew from an earlier period reflect a similar
typology of epenthesis, as in the following forms.
Jerome (ca. 347–420 C.E.): masarfoth ‘burnings’
o משר
i ' masirfòµ, but
(Jer. 34.5, cf. Babylonian פות
Tiberian  ִמ ְׂש ְר ֣פֹותmi«®ëfòµ). Origen (ca. 185–254
C.E.): ϊκερσου ‘let (my haters not) wink’ (Ps.
35.19, cf. Tiberian  יִ ְק ְרצּוyiqrëßù). Septuagint
(last quarter of 1st millennium B.C.E.): Ιερεμιας
<
u מי
: ירi i yirimyåhù,
‘Jeremiah’ (cf. Babylonian הו
but
<
Tiberian  יִ ְר ְמיָ הּוyirmëyåhù).
6. V o c a l i z a t i o n o f G u t t u r a l s
The vocalization of gutturals in the middle of a
word in the Babylonian system exhibits a number of differences from Tiberian.
The unvoiced consonants  הh and  ™ חhave
the same vocalization as strong consonants.
Where, for example, a prefix of a verb with initial  הh or  ™ חin Tiberian has a low vowel (pata™
or seghol) and often a ™a†eph vowel is inserted
after the guttural, in Babylonian the vocalization of the prefix is identical to that of a strong
verb with a ™ireq, e.g., וסoיהרi yihròs (Tiberian  ַי ֲ֭הרֹוסyah≥ròs) ‘he destroys’ (Job 12.14),
וuלפoיחi וwë-yi™lòfù (Tiberian  ֽוְיַ ֲח ֹֽלפּוwë-ya™≥lòfù)
‘and they pass away’ (Ps. 102.27), שבoיחI yi™šò∫
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(Tiberian  יַ ְח ׁ֬ש ֹבya™šò∫) ‘he (does not) impute’
(Ps. 32.2) (Yeivin 1985:301–303).
Where Tiberian has a ™a†eph on the consonants  א± and  ≠ עand a vowel sign on the
preceding letter, Babylonian has a vowel sign
on the guttural and no sign or a shewa sign on
the preceding letter: מדo]י'ע, מדo( י'עTiberian יַ ֲעמֹד
ya≠≥mod) ‘he stands’ (Yeivin 1985:301–317).
The shewa sign here appears to be representing
a short vowel before the guttural, reflecting a
pronunciation [ja∏amo1ð]. This contrasts with
Tiberian, in which the vowel before the guttural
was pronounced long [ja1∏amo1ð] ( Tiberian
Reading Tradition; Vowel Length). Babylonian
and Tiberian, therefore, reflect different typologies of syllabification in this respect ( Syllable
Structure: Biblical Hebrew). Two other types
of vocalization of gutturals are attested in these
contexts in Babylonian manuscripts, viz., מדo¾י'ע
and מדo¾י}ע. The first can be regarded as a variant
notation of מדo ]י'עreflecting the pronunciation
[ja∏amo1ð], whereas the second, which is the
normal vocalization in Late Babylonian manuscripts, is an imitation of the Tiberian type of
vocalization  יַ ֲעמֹדya≠≥mò≈.
Gutturals at the beginning of a word that
would have a ™a†eph sign in Tiberian typically
have a vowel sign in Babylonian vocalization,
e.g., יi 'אנ±anì (Tiberian  ֲאנִ י±≥nì) ‘I’, י'תםi'עש
≠a«ìµam (Tiberian יתם
ֶ ִׂ«≥≠ ֲעשìµÆm) ‘you (mpl)
did’, נה:אמ¬וe ±emùn<å (Tiberian  ֱאמּונָ ה±(mùn<å
‘faith’). In manuscripts with compound vocalization the initial vowel is represented by a
short vowel sign or by the shewa vowel, e.g.,
יםiנש:]א, יםiנש: א±an<åšìm (Tiberian  ֲאנָ ִׁשים±≥n<åšìm)
‘men, people’, ושoאנ% ±enòš (Tiberian  ֱאנ֗ ֹוׁש±(nòš)
‘man’, suggesting that the initial vowel in the
corresponding forms vocalized by a vowel in
the simple system of vocalization was read as
short. The Babylonian incantation bowls have
spellings such as  אילוה±ylwh (Tiberian לֹוה
ַ ֱא
±(lòah) ‘god’, in which the mater lectionis yod
in the first syllable reflects ßere, as in the Babylonian vocalization (Mishor 2007:220).
When gutturals occur at the end of a word
after a long high vowel a furtive pata™ is generally not inserted as it is in Tiberian, e.g., וחu רrù™
(Tiberian רּוח
ַ ) ‘spirit’, דעeוo יyò≈è≠ (Tiberian יֹוד ַע
ֵ )
‘knows’. In Old Babylonian, however, a pata™
sometimes follows a word-final ≠ayin (Yeivin
1985:326–330). This is found when the ≠ayin
is preceded by any vowel and is particularly
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common after qameß, e.g., ג'ע: ל'מפlë-maƒg<å≠a
(Tiberian  ְל ִמ ְפ ָּג֣עlë-miƒg<å≠) ‘as a target’ (Job 7.20),
ר'עeות;אi wi-µ±<årè≠a (Tiberian  וְ ַת ְא ֵ ֥ר ַעwë-µa±rèa≠)
‘and Tarea’ (1 Chron. 8.35). When the vowel
preceding the ≠ayin is unstressed and corresponds to pata™ in Tiberian, this vowel is
represented by the ™i†fa sign and a pata™
sign is written on the final ≠ayin, e.g., 'ב]צ'ע
baßa≠a (Tiberian  ֶּ֫ב ַצעbÆßa≠) ‘profit’, ש]ב'עo “ò∫a≠a
(Tiberian “ ׂ֫ש ַבעò∫a≠) ‘satiety’. This corresponds
to vocalizations of gutturals in word-internal
position, such as מדo]י'ע, which represents the
pronunciation [ja∏amo1ð]. The pata™ at the end
of the word can be interpreted as an epenthetic
added to the preceding syllable, corresponding
to the syllabification of gutturals word-internally, viz., [ja∏a.mo1ð], [«o1.va∏a] ( Syllable
Structure: Biblical Hebrew).
7. V o c a l i z a t i o n o f C o n j u n c t i v e
waw

Before a letter with shewa conjunctive waw
is generally vocalized with ™ireq, like other
prefixed particles, rather than shureq (Yeivin
1985:1152–1156), e.g., בבeות'לi wi-µlabbè∫ (Tiberian ּות ַל ֵ ּ֤בב
ְ u-µlabbè∫) ‘and let her make cakes’
(2 Sam. 13.6). This includes cases where the
waw is followed by another prefixed particle,
e.g., וםoוביi wi-∫-yòm (Tiberian ּובי֥ ֹום
ְ u-∫-yòm)
‘and on the day’ (Isa. 49.8), ול'ל'עגi wi-l-la≠a:g
(Tiberian ּול ֔ ַל ַעג
ְ u-l-la≠a:g) ‘and into derision’
(Ezek. 36.4). The appearance of an i vowel
before the waw is reflected also in the Babylonian incantation bowls, e.g.,  ויכרוביםwykrwbym ‘and cherubim’ (Mishor 2007:219).
Before labial consonants ( בומפbwmp) that
are followed by a vowel the waw is generally
vocalized with shewa rather than shureq, e.g.,
 ]וב;אw-∫<å (Tiberian ּובא
֥ ָ u-∫<å) ‘and he went
in’ (2 Sam. 12.16), מ¾לק:וÔ w-m<ålaq (Tiberian
ּומ ַל ֙ק
ָ u-m<ålaq) ‘and he will wring off’ (Lev.
1.15), אo ]ופw-ƒò (Tiberian ּופ ֹא
֥ u-ƒò) ‘and here’
(Job 38.11).
8. L a c k o f A t t e n u a t i o n
An a vowel in an unstressed closed syllable is
often preserved where it has been attenuated to
i in the Tiberian pronunciation tradition (Yeivin
1985:381–383;  Attenuation). This is particularly common in nominal patterns with the
derivative affix m-, e.g., בחe 'מזmazbè™ (Tiberian
 ִמזְ ֵּב ַחmizbèa™) ‘altar’, ולo 'מכשmaúšòl (Tiberian

 ִמ ְכׁשֹולmiúšòl) ‘stumbling-block’,  'מד;ברma≈b<år
(Tiberian  ִמ ְד ָּברmi≈b<år) ‘desert’. It is attested

also elsewhere. In segholate forms with suffixes
which have an i vowel after the first radical in
Tiberian due to attenuation, Babylonian often
preserves the original a vowel, e.g., וo 'קברqa∫rò
(Tiberian  ִק ְברֹוqi∫rò) ‘his grave’, יi 'בטנba†nì
(Tiberian  ִּב ְטנִ יbi†nì) ‘my belly’. The opposite,
however, is occasionally attested, e.g., רג;ליוi
ri:gl<åw (Tiberian  ַרגְ ָליוra:gl<åw) ‘his legs’ (Yeivin
1985:832), which is also attested in the incantation bowls (Mishor 2007:223):  ריגלוryglw.
In nouns and verbal forms which have an i
vowel in Tiberian due to the shift of stress after
the attachment of pronominal suffixes, Babylonian often has a, e.g., וuינeותo ]ב'צבאb-ßa∫±òµènù
(אֹותינּו
ֽ ֵ  ְּב ִצ ְבbë-ßi∫±òµènù) ‘with our armies’ (Ps.
44.10),  'דמ'כםdamúam ( ִּד ְמ ֶכ֤םdimúÆm) ‘your
(mpl) blood’ (Gen. 9.10), י;ךi י'לדתyla≈tìú<å (Tiberian  יְ ִל ְד ִ ּֽתיָךyëli≈tìú<å) ‘I have begotten you (ms)’
(Ps. 2.7). The original a is preserved also in the
numerals  'שב;עהša∫≠<å (Tiberian  ִׁש ְב ָעהši∫≠<å)
‘seven’ and יםi 'שבעša∫≠ìm (Tiberian  ִׁש ְב ִעיםši∫≠ìm)
‘seventy’.
The lack of attenuation of original a is
reflected by earlier transcriptions of Hebrew
into Greek and Latin script, e.g., Septuagint:
Μαβσαρ (Tiberian  ִמ ְב ָ ֽצר1 Chron. 1.53) ‘Mabsar’; Origen’s Hexapla: λαμαλαμα (Tiberian
 ַל ִּמ ְל ָח ָ ֑מהlam-mil™<åm<å) ‘for the battle’ (Ps.
18.40); Jerome: macne (Tiberian  ִמ ְקנֶ הmiqnÆ)
‘cattle’ ( Transcription into Greek and Latin
Script: Pre-Masoretic Period).
9. P a t a £ i n M o r p h o l o g i c a l
Patterns where Tiberian
h a s Íe r e
In a number of nominal and verbal morphological patterns Babylonian has pata™ where
Tiberian has ßere.
Many monosyllabic nouns with an originally
doubled final consonant which have ßere in
Tiberian are vocalized with pata™ in both context and pause (Yeivin 1985:778–785), e.g., 'לב
la∫ (Tiberian  ֵלבlè∫) ‘heart’;  'אש±aš (Tiberian
 ֵאׁש±èš) ‘fire’, ≠ 'עתaµ (Tiberian ≠ ֵעתèµ) ‘time’, 'צל
ßal (Tiberian  ֵצלßèl) ‘shadow’,  'קןqan (Tiberian
 ֵקןqèn) ‘nest’,  'קץqaß (Tiberian  ֵקץqèß) ‘end’,
 'שןšan (Tiberian  ֵׁשןšèn) ‘tooth’. Occasionally
the pausal form is vocalized with qameß, e.g.,
 'ב;צלbaß-ß<ål (Tiberian  ַּב ֵּ֔צלbaß-ßèl) ‘in the shade’
(Jon. 4.5). A few nouns of this pattern have
ßere as in Tiberian, e.g., אםe ±èm (Tiberian ֵאם
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±èm) ‘mother’, חןe ™èn (Tiberian ™ ֵחןèn) ‘grace’,
חץe ™èß (Tiberian ™ ֵחץèß) ‘arrow’. The occurrence of pata™ in words of this pattern can be
attributed to the operation of  Philippi’s Law.
This was operative in a few nouns with final
geminated consonants in Tiberian, e.g.,  ַּבתbaµ
< *bitt ‘daughter’ (cf.  ִּב ִּתיbittì ‘my daughter’),
 ּגַ תgaµ < *gatt ‘winepress’ (cf.  ּגִ ּתֹותgittòµ ‘winepresses’). The extent of its operation was wider
in Babylonian. It should be noted that stressed
pata™ in these forms was pronounced long,
so there was no difference in the length of the
vowel in the various forms, only in its quality:
Babylonian [la1∫] vs. Tiberian [le1∫], Tiberian
[ga1µ] vs. Tiberian [∏e1µ] ( Vowel Length).
Pata™ appears in various plural pronouns where Tiberian has ßere (Yeivin
1985:1104–1105), e.g.,  'א'תן±attan ‘you (fpl)’
(Tiberian  ַא ֵּתן±attèn);  'הםham ‘they (mpl) (Tiberian  ֵהםhèm),  ;ה'הםh<å-ham ‘those’ (mpl) (Tiberian  ָה ֵהםh<å-hèm);  'ה;מהhamm<å ‘they (mpl)’
(Tiberian  ֵה ָּמהhèmm<å),  'ה;נהhann<å ‘they (fpl)’
( ֵהּנָ הhènn<å). The a vowel in these contexts also
can be considered to be the result of Philippi’s
law (Bauer and Leander 1922:249–250). It
is only partially operative in Tiberian in pronouns; cf.  ָּב ֶהםb<åhÆm ‘in them (mpl)’ (Babylonian  ;ב'הםb<åham), where the seghol can be
regarded as the result of the lowering of the
vowel by Philippi’s law.
Pata™ occurs in the numeral ‘five’, especially in pause (<™ ;ח'משåmaš), though the form
with ßere is also found (משe™ ;חamèš) (Yeivin
1985:1109–1110).
Many segholate nouns that have ßere or ™olem
in the first syllable in Tiberian have pata™ in
Babylonian, e.g.,  ¾נ'צרnaßar (Tiberian  ֵנ ֶ֧צרnèßÆr)
‘sprout’ (Isa. 60.21),  'ב'ש'פלbaš-šaƒal (Tiberian
 ַּב ֵ ּׁ֥ש ֶפלbaš-šèƒÆl) ‘in a low place’ (Eccl. 10.6), 'ח'טר
™a†ar (Tiberian ™ ֣חֹ ֶטרò†Ær) ‘rod’ (Prov. 14.3),
 'ר'תםraµam (Tiberian  ֣ר ֹ ֶתםròµÆm) ‘broom tree’
(1 Kgs 19.5) (Yeivin 1985:817–850).
Most verbal forms that have ßere in the final
syllable in Tiberian are attested in many cases
with pata™ in this syllable in Babylonian.
Suffix conjugation verb forms with the Tiberian pattern  ָק ֵטלq<å†èl regularly have pata™
when occurring in context, e.g., 'קןz: z<åqan
(Tiberian �ָקן
֣ ֵ  זz<åqèn) ‘he grew old’ (2 Sam.
'
:
19.33),  יבשy<å∫aš (Tiberian  ָ֘י ֵ ֤בׁשy<å∫èš) ‘it has
dried’ (Ps. 22.16). In pause they usually have
ßere, as in Tiberian, e.g., הרe ו;טw-†<åhèr (וְ ָט ֵ ֽהר
wë-†<åhèr) ‘and it shall be clean’ (Lev. 14.53),
though occasionally they have pata™, e.g., ;ד'בק
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d<å∫aq (Tiberian  ָּד ֵ ֑בקd<å∫èq) ‘he stuck to’
(2 Kgs 3.3) (Yeivin 1985:434–435).
Many verbs that in Tiberian have ßere in
the final syllable of the singular of the prefix
conjugation qal have pata™ in Babylonian, in
both context and pause, e.g., ת'לךe tèlaú (Tiberian  ֵת ֵ ֥לְךµèlèú) ‘she will [not] go’ (Gen. 24.39),
ת'לדe tèla≈ (Tiberian  ֵּת ֔ ֵלדtèlè≈) ‘she will give
birth’ (Deut. 28.57), י'שבe yèša∫ (Tiberian יֵ ֵׁ֔שב
yèšè∫) ‘he will dwell’ (Num. 35.28), י'רדe yèra≈
(Tiberian  יֵ ֵ ֖רדyèrè≈) ‘he shall go down’ (1 Sam.
26.10). In pause forms of the prefix conjugation that end in a vowel always have ßere in the
penultimate syllable, as in Tiberian, e.g., יiלכeתe
tèlèúì (Tiberian  ֵת ֵל ִ֑כיtèlèúì) ‘are you going?’
(Gen. 16.8), לכוeיe ]וw-yèlèúù (Tiberian  וְ יֵ ֵל֑כּוwëyèlèúù) ‘that they (m) may go’ (Job 38.35),
וuשבeיe yèšè∫ù (Tiberian  יֵ ֵ ֽׁשבּוyèšè∫ù) ‘they (m)
sit’ (Eccl. 10.6) (Yeivin 1985:602–603).
Nif≠al prefix conjugation forms generally
have pata™ in the final syllable in context (י;ק'טלi
yiqq<å†al). In pause they are usually vocalized
with ßere (טלeי;קi yiqq<å†èl) and occasionally with
pata™ (י;ק'טלi yiqq<å†al). In pause forms that end
in a vowel always have ßere in the penultimate
syllable, e.g., יiצלeנ:תi tinn<åßèlì (Tiberian ִּתּנָ ֵ֔צ ִלי
tinn<åßèlì ‘you (fs) will be rescued’ (Mic. 4.10)
(Yeivin 1985:505–507).
The final syllable of the 3ms suffix conjugation pi ≠el always has pata™ in both context and
pause (ק'טלi qi††al). The pausal form of the 3mpl
has ßere (וuטלeקi qi††èlù). In the 3ms of the suffix
conjugation the vowel of the final syllable is
usually ßere (טלe ]י'קyqa††èl), but is occasionally
vocalized with pata™ ( ]י'ק'טלyqa††al). Pausal
forms in the prefix conjugations regularly have
ßere (Yeivin 1985:514–515, 526–527).
In the participles that in Tiberian have the patterns קֹוטל
ֵ qò†èl,  ָק ֵטלq<å†èl, and  ְמ ַק ֵּטלmëqa††èl,
also the Babylonian tradition regularly has ßere.
There are sporadic cases where pata™ occurs.
Most of these can be interpreted as construct
forms, e.g., מ'שהo ח'תןo ™òtan mòša (Tiberian ח ֵֹ֨תן
™ מ ֶֹׁ֜שהòtèn mòšÆ) ‘the father-in-law of Moses’
(Judg. 1.16) (Yeivin 1985:438–345, 519–522).
10. F i r s t P e r s o n S i n g u l a r
Verbal Prefix
The prefix of the first person singular in the
prefix conjugation has a vocalization that is
different from that of Tiberian. Where Tiberian
has seghol in the prefix Babylonian generally has ™ireq, e.g., פשoאתiו: w<å-±iµpò« (Tiberian
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 וָ ֶא ְתּפ ֹׂ֙שw<å-±Æµpò«) ‘and I seized’ (Deut. 9.17)

(Yeivin 1985:449). In the pi≠el Babylonian generally has ßere in the prefix, where Tiberian
has ™a†eph pata™, e.g., ברeא'דe ±e≈abbèr (Tiberian  ֲא ַד ֶּבר±≥≈abbèr) ‘I speak’ (Num. 12.8).
In manuscripts with compound vocalization
the ßere is marked as short with the addition of a ™i†fa sign, e.g., ד]ב;רה+א% ]וw-±e≈abbërå
(Tiberian  וַ ֲא ַד ְּב ָ ֣רהwa-±≥≈abbër<å) ‘and I will
speak’ (Deut. 5.31) (Yeivin 1985:522). This
feature is reflected in the Babylonian incantation bowls by a mater lectionis yod, e.g.,
 אירחים±yr™ym (Tiberian  ֲא ַר ֵחם±≥ra™èm) ‘I
have mercy’ (Mishor 2007:221). According to
Steiner (1980) it reflects the original *i vowel of
the prefixes of the pi≠el in proto-Hebrew.
11. S u f f i x e s o n t h e P r e p o s i t i o n

מן

min

Whereas the 3ms and the 1cpl pronominal
suffixes on the preposition  ִמןmin have the
same vocalization in Tiberian ( ִמ ֶּמּנּוmimmÆnnù
‘from him/from us’), these are distinguished in
Babylonian vocalization. The Babylonian form
of the 3ms corresponds to Tiberian, viz., וuמ'מנi
mimmannù ‘from him’. The 1cpl is pointed
with ßere and without a following dagesh: וuמנeמi
mimmènù ‘from us’. This distinction between
Tiberian and Babylonian pronunciation is mentioned in some medieval grammatical sources
(Yeivin 1985:1139–1141; Dotan 1997:39).
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